Talented Tjiirdm eyes Hollywood

STUDENT SET FOR STARDOM

Julian Wright

TJIRDM McGuire (11) is what is known in the entertainment industry as a triple threat - singer, dancer and actor.

Tjiirdm wants to follow in the footsteps of his idol Heath Ledger, the Academy Award winner.

Tjiirdm, who plays the role of Bob in the play, enjoys singing, dancing and acting at school.

'It feels like he's there with you,' said Julian Wright, Tjiirdm's father.

'We would reminisce trips in the script yes day than he's them the next. Some day's the lines would change and we would have to memorize new ones,' said Julian Wright.

'The dramatic scenes, the makeup artist would put eye drops in my eyes so it looked like I was crying.'

The up-and-coming actor enjoyed being on set and watching how a film is made.

'It is hard to do acting and directing some time,' said Julian Wright when he is not starring in local productions, putting on complexity suits for his classmates at school or singing in music class.

'Tjiirdm combines his love for dancing and his heritage.

'They are my role models, they are my hero from the north,' he said.

'They are my role models, they are my heroes from the north,' he said.

Julian Wright, Tjiirdm's father, has watched Tjiirdm grow up and his talents blossom.

'We have always shown potential, his parents really strive for him,' he said.